ClickShare alliance partner solution brief

Better hybrid meetings
with best-in-class solutions

Certified for
Conference

Konftel and ClickShare Conference partner up to give you a unique, collaborative
wireless experience in the meeting room. Whatever your preferred choice of cloud
service or collaboration app, Konftel’s video packages with ClickShare Conference
deliver superior wireless videoconferencing in small to large environments for better
hybrid meetings all around.

Premium audio and video combined with powerful wireless freedom
Eeasily provide all participants, both in-room and remote, with a plug-and-play
immersive wireless conferencing experience. Start with audio, add video and
complete the experience with ClickShare Conference.
Konftel speakerphones offer impeccable, strong sound for any meeting participant.
Konftel’s camera solutions add a sharp video image and exceptional quality to
videoconferencing. ClickShare Conference shares your apps wirelessly on the room
display and instantly connects them to the Konftel audio and video for easy, flexible
hybrid collaboration.

Benefits
Start with audio, add video and complete the experience
Crystal clear audio, a sharp video image and simple connectivity are essential
for efficient hybrid meetings. That’s why Konftel and Barco only focus on
cutting-edge technology in their collaboration solutions.
• Konftel’s OmniSound® audio technology with full duplex, guarantees
powerful and crystal-clear sound in both directions and is built into all Konftel
conference- and speakerphones.
• Konftel’s conference cameras, based around premium class optics and
outstanding precision, bring exceptional image quality to your video
meetings.
• ClickShare Conference brings wireless conferencing, a revolutionary
workplace experience. It combines powerful remote communication with
easy-to-use wireless collaboration, in any meeting space.

Flexible, simple and easy BYOM solution
Bring your own meeting on any laptop, plug in a ClickShare Conferencing
Button and you’re automatically connected to the Konftel’s audio and video
solutions. It’s as simple as it sounds!

Works with any UC platform, in any meeting room
The joint solution is platform independent which means whatever your
preferred choice of cloud service or collaboration app, Konftel’s video
packages together with ClickShare Conference will deliver an immersive
wireless video conferencing experience. Enable any meeting space, from small
to large, for powerful remote communication.

Your ecological choice for seamless wireless conferencing

Konftel C20Ego

Remote collaboration is a smooth way to save time, money and at the same
time contribute to a more sustainable world. Konftel has successfully achieved
Climate Neutral Certified status. In addition, smart choices from Barco’s
eco-conscious Product & Design team resulted in a great Ecoscore for the
ClickShare Conference range.

Barco ClickShare Conference

Discover the combinations of superior wireless conference solutions from Barco
and Konftel for all your meeting rooms. All tested and fully compatible.
HUDDLE ROOMS

KONFTEL C20EGO +
BARCO CX-20

MEDIUM ROOMS

KONFTEL C5055WX +
BARCO CX-30

LARGE ROOMS

KONFTEL 800 + KONFTEL CAM50 +
BARCO CX-50
.

SETUP KONFTEL C20EGO + BARCO CX-20

BYOM LAPTOP

SETUP KONFTEL C5055WX + BARCO CX-30

BYOM LAPTOP

SETUP KONFTEL 800 + KONFTEL CAM50 + BARCO CX-50

BYOM LAPTOP

Konftel

Barco

Konftel is a leading company within collaboration
endpoint solutions. Since the start in Sweden 1988,
our mission has been to help people in businesses
around the world to have sustainable meetings
regardless of distance.
Crystal clear audio through OmniSound® and
a sharp video image are essential for efficient
meetings, this is why we only focus on cuttingedge technology in our products. Presented with
Scandinavian design and Climate Neutral Certified.

Barco ClickShare Conference brings wireless
conferencing, a revolutionary workplace experience.
It combines powerful remote communication with
easy-to-use wireless collaboration, in any
meeting space. Start a meeting from your device,
use your preferred conference tool. Automatically
you connect wirelessly to room cameras,
speakerphones, sound bars for a more immersive
meeting. In less than 7 seconds you conference,
collaborate and click with our secure, connected
and cloud managed solution.

www.konftel.com
barco.com/clickshare
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